Survival of the fastest
TV’s evolution in a connected world
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Television is characterised by constancy and change. It delivers consistently high quality entertainment and information to hundreds of millions of homes in Europe against a background of unrelenting change. Consumer behaviours, business models, underlying technologies and the needs of adjacent sectors such as telecommunications evolve untiringly.

The difference between surviving and sinking hinges on each broadcaster’s ability to respond to the multiple concurrent changes affecting it. Executives need to know what to react to, with what measures and when.

This year’s report prepared for the IBC Leaders’ Summit 2013 looks at five elements of change that have emerged or accelerated in the last year and which we believe the industry should be cognizant of:

• Big data – the raw material of the digital era – provides multiple opportunities for the TV sector. But there are costs, and limitations, to its application. We look at how big data can be used, and with what caveats, to bolster advertising and programme making.

• The second screen is now ubiquitous in Europe: broadcasters need to determine how best to harness the devices’ popularity and how their usage might threaten TV’s business model. We look at the current impact of second screens on viewing behaviour and the public’s reaction to dedicated TV apps.

• A further, post digital switchover, reallocation of spectrum is being planned for, which will result in the TV sector ceding further frequency. We look at the implications of a second digital dividend for terrestrial broadcasters, mobile operators and government.

• Technological evolution has been a hallmark of the industry since the first broadcast, and in the last year one of the most significant progressions has been the commercialisation of ultra-high definition (4K) television. We assess 4K’s first year performance.

• Making televisions connected is a key industry dynamic. The cost of this is falling fast, with streaming video peripherals now available from €12. We look at how the proliferation of these devices might change consumption.

The remit for European TV executives is broad; we hope that this report is a useful input into understanding and responding these diverse, inter-related developments.

It may no longer be good enough just to be fittest to win: being fastest is the new imperative.
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Is big data a big deal for the small screen?
Big data refers to large, mixed sets of data gathered from different sources that can, through a process of data analytics, yield executable insights. It is a resource that can be exploited across all sectors, and there are many studies of how analysis of multiple, large data sets has been used to improve and occasionally revolutionise industries.

As ever larger volumes of data are being created, analytical tools are becoming increasingly sophisticated, and there is a growing body of specialists who extract insights from large and multiple sets of data. Data sets are various and may include purchasing records, vehicular traffic patterns and comments generated on social networks.

Big data should be a complementary resource for the television industry, adding to TV’s existing data sets, such as the audience viewing figures that are a foundation of the $250 billion global advertising industry. Audience figures are based on small, yet statistically representative, samples of the population. The BARB TV viewing panel in the UK, for example, consists of about 11,000 people living in 5,000 households. Big data, used in conjunction with existing industry data, can be used to create more powerful analytics and derive new insights. But how applicable might this be for television? In this chapter, we focus on three out of many possible applications:

• capturing, quantifying and optimising TV’s impact on online behaviour;

• as an input into programme making; and

• increasing the value of television advertising through ‘addressable advertising’. 

Capturing, quantifying and optimising TV’s impact on online behaviour

The average European spends about four hours a day watching television, often accompanied by a connected device. So it might be supposed that what viewers see on television should drive a significant proportion of online activity. The link between watching TV and online browsing is recognised, and what data analytics can do is monitor this relationship more closely, to optimise the way that it works.

Television, in the form of programmes and adverts, is persuasive. According to Deloitte’s research, it is one of the most common drivers of purchasing decisions for new products and services (see Figure 1).

Search is one of the most popular activities on the Web. Television can trigger a search which then leads to a purchase. Television is the shop window; the tablet (or other device) is the till. There is much evidence of the power of television over search. According to studies, brands typically experience a 60 to 80 per cent jump in searches on brand terms during a TV campaign. Yet blending of television viewing behaviour data with viewers’ browsing behaviour is uncommon. Combining both sets of data would document the link between viewing, searching and buying. It would also explain the paths and timing that link viewing to purchase.

Analysis of viewing behaviour’s impact on browsing patterns at the individual rather than household level would show the return on investment from advertising campaigns or product placement. Browsing behaviour might also be used to fine tune elements of TV commercials, particularly when the ads are focused on viewer response.

Not all campaigns may be suitable for this type of analysis. Some TV advertising campaigns may take many years before they result in purchase, and in such instances mapping viewing to online activity may not be helpful.

That said, for TV advertising revenues to grow in Europe, it needs to find new ways to increase price per impact, and documenting the link between viewing and buying online may be one key way of achieving higher prices.
Big data and TV content
Making television shows is an expensive business. The pilot for *Boardwalk Empire* was estimated to cost about $20 million. The budget for the first series of *Game of Thrones* was estimated at $60 million, and close to $70 million for the second series. So broadcasters and production houses should want to make sure that every programme they make appeals to their audience.

There are several data sets that the TV industry can draw upon to assist with the making and commercialisation of content, each with its unique opportunities and challenges.

For example data from the billions of users of social networks can be used to track sentiment and indicate how well a new series is being received, how a plot line is resonating, the popularity of a new game show host, or to determine optimum marketing budgets and allocation by channel. But these data should be seen as just one indicator among many others. Deciphering sentiment is a challenging task, as use of language is nuanced, and contextual understanding is required. What some age groups term “bad” may actually mean the opposite. It may therefore be difficult to use analytics to distil these data into a single algorithm. Additionally, the veracity of the data needs to be checked. For example the music business has also looked at social network ‘buzz’ to identify emerging talent, and has found that on occasion indicators are artificially inflated.
The challenges of addressable advertising

Traditional display advertisements are often considered inefficient because they are viewed by many people who are not being targeted. Traditional TV advertising is considered doubly wasteful – expensive to produce as well as reaching people that are not target customers.

So the challenge is to deliver TV ads to people who really want to see them.

Subject to the requisite technology being in place, big data could be used to enable ‘addressable advertising’ for TV. In this model each household (and where possible, each viewer), receives an advertisement based on analysis of multiple sets of data for that person. This could be a combination of data (collected by a range of different entities) such as: income levels, age, marital status, spending patterns, creditworthiness. A viewer would only be shown ads for items he or she might want to purchase. For example addressable advertising has been commissioned by an insurance company for a campaign about rental insurance to target renters only.

One of the problems with addressable advertising for TV is that rationalising the disparate data sets to identify which categories of users should receive each ad is a resource-intensive process. Each data set may use different metadata tags or field descriptions. For example the parameters for income levels may vary from one data set to another. Aligning metadata across multiple data sets may be so time-consuming that it may be cheaper simply to allow for a proportion of wastage. Rather than deploy a team to analyse data, an advertiser could simply buy more air time.

An additional complexity is the variety of different ways in which viewers receive content. Every network and every video portal has its standards and its ways of collecting user data. A multi-channel video campaign using addressable advertising may need multiple implementation projects to reach the majority of a targeted population.
A major cost of addressable advertising is the need to create multiple advertisements. If car ads were being targeted by the viewer’s stage of life, the car manufacturer would need to create a concurrent ad for each model. Each ad may cost hundreds of thousands of euros to produce. Creating and maintaining a suite of ads for each model would be prohibitively expensive. In our research, we only came across one example of an advertiser creating an ad for each of its target markets. This was the US Army, part of the US Department of Defence, which is the largest employer in the world.

A further weakness of addressable ads is that advertising can benefit from imprecision. It is hard for even the best retailers to know exactly who their target market may be or which members of a household influence the buying decisions, so a scattergun approach may be preferable. A holiday may have to be sold to multiple members of the family, not just the person who pays the money. Advertisers do not know either at what point in time someone may become a customer: for example car-buying decisions may take years or even decades and someone may learn about the features of nappies for a long time before becoming a parent and a buyer.

Advertising is also about reinforcement. Showing an ad to someone who has just bought a car can justify that decision. Seeing an ad for another model that the viewer considers inferior can further justify the decision.

TV ads are already targeted to some extent in the sense that each TV programme can be expected to attract a certain demographic type of viewer in the required numbers. Products targeted mainly at women can be advertised in the breaks of programmes likely to appeal to a female audience. Advertisers may not need any more precision than this.

There are practical challenges to addressable advertising, but what does the public want? Research on the UK market suggests that just over a quarter of respondents would like to see TV advertisements based on their preferences and the products they normally buy (see Figure 2). The same proportion would like these ads to match the programmes they watch. But almost two-thirds of respondents wanted a variety in their TV ads.

The theory of addressable advertising is compelling. The reality is challenging. All things considered, putting addressable advertising into practice is currently sufficiently difficult that, in Deloitte’s view, over 99 per cent of TV advertising revenue in Europe will come from conventional ads in 2013.

A major cost of addressable advertising is the need to create multiple advertisements. If car ads were being targeted by the viewer’s stage of life, the car manufacturer would need to create a concurrent ad for each model. Each ad may cost hundreds of thousands of euros to produce. Creating and maintaining a suite of ads for each model would be prohibitively expensive. In our research, we only came across one example of an advertiser creating an ad for each of its target markets. This was the US Army, part of the US Department of Defence, which is the largest employer in the world.

A further weakness of addressable ads is that advertising can benefit from imprecision. It is hard for even the best retailers to know exactly who their target market may be or which members of a household influence the buying decisions, so a scattergun approach may be preferable. A holiday may have to be sold to multiple members of the family, not just the person who pays the money. Advertisers do not know either at what point in time someone may become a customer: for example car-buying decisions may take years or even decades and someone may learn about the features of nappies for a long time before becoming a parent and a buyer.

Advertising is also about reinforcement. Showing an ad to someone who has just bought a car can justify that decision. Seeing an ad for another model that the viewer considers inferior can further justify the decision.

TV ads are already targeted to some extent in the sense that each TV programme can be expected to attract a certain demographic type of viewer in the required numbers. Products targeted mainly at women can be advertised in the breaks of programmes likely to appeal to a female audience. Advertisers may not need any more precision than this.

There are practical challenges to addressable advertising, but what does the public want? Research on the UK market suggests that just over a quarter of respondents would like to see TV advertisements based on their preferences and the products they normally buy (see Figure 2). The same proportion would like these ads to match the programmes they watch. But almost two-thirds of respondents wanted a variety in their TV ads.

The theory of addressable advertising is compelling. The reality is challenging. All things considered, putting addressable advertising into practice is currently sufficiently difficult that, in Deloitte’s view, over 99 per cent of TV advertising revenue in Europe will come from conventional ads in 2013.

Figure 2. Views on television advertising approaches

Question: how much do you agree/disagree with the following statements about advertising in the future?

- Like to see different products advertised, even if they are not targeted at me: 38% Agree, 39% Neither agree nor disagree, 23% Disagree
- Prefer that the adverts I see are targeted at me and the things I normally buy: 27% Agree, 50% Neither agree nor disagree, 23% Disagree
- Like TV to deliver adverts that match the type of programmes I watch: 27% Agree, 49% Neither agree nor disagree, 24% Disagree
- Register my details if the adverts I see could be aimed at the sort of person I am: 18% Agree, 35% Neither agree nor disagree, 47% Disagree
- Like to buy products I see advertised by a synchronised app on my phone/tablet/computer: 17% Agree, 38% Neither agree nor disagree, 45% Disagree
- Like the TV to synchronise the adverts I see with the websites I visit online: 15% Agree, 43% Neither agree nor disagree, 42% Disagree

Weighted base: All respondents 2013 (2,517).
A specific recommendation for the television industry, particularly when it comes to content commissioning, is to remember that data sets are inherently historical. They provide trend data but cannot predict the future as well as humans may be able to. Tastes change, and what viewers have enjoyed watching in the past may not be what they want to watch in the near-term future. It is down to the commissioner to understand viewing tastes and preferences, and this may require instinct, informed but not governed by historical data.

Bottom line

The insights produced by data can be helpful, but not necessarily all the time. The television industry should embrace what big data has to offer, assess the quality and relevance of each data set, and consider which combinations of data sets are likely to generate the greatest insight.

A general caveat for any company planning to use large public data sets is to ensure that the data collected and the approach to data analytics conform to national regulations. Companies should also make sure that their use of data aligns with public opinion.19
Sizing up the second screen’s impact on TV
Sizing up the second screen’s impact on TV

The rate of growth in ownership of second screens – which shows little sign of abating – has evoked consternation and excitement in the television sector.

The concern is that multiple screens – the triptych of laptop, smartphone and tablet, in addition to television – will divide the attention of users, with TV losing out. The glee is at the opportunity to exploit the second screen to television’s advantage, for example by driving up levels of engagement with TV programmes.

Is TV’s golden era in the past?
For half a century the television set ruled the living room in Europe. It was the alpha screen as there were no betas: it enjoyed a monopoly on audio visual content beamed into homes. Books, newspapers, magazines and board games all competed for attention in European households, but television was the only medium that could offer high-quality audio visual entertainment, served live as the occasion demanded.

Television no longer has a monopoly on the live audio visual experience. In the last decade challenges have emerged from other screens, first from the portable computer with Wi-Fi connection and more recently from the smartphone and (since 2010) the tablet.

The laptop threatens as it is the portal to a multitude of distractions away from traditional television, including social networks and alternative providers of video, most prominently YouTube and Netflix.

The smartphone and the tablet are home to the revered, feared, and vaguely defined app. One hundred billion apps, ranging from self-contained programs to short cuts to Internet-based content, have been downloaded to billions of devices. Every app has the potential to divert users away from the traditional television experience, by offering a more compelling entertainment experience, or by facilitating access to new content providers.

Using second screens to watch TV could contribute to a decline in aggregate viewing. Television viewing tends to be in the company of others. Watching television on a much smaller second screen tends to be a solitary activity – it can be hard to share a seven inch screen. Lone viewing also tends to be shorter in duration, as does viewing on a smaller screen. So when second screens are used to watch television, the impact can be to reduce an individual’s viewing.

Is TV’s golden era yet to come, thanks to the second screen?
The second screen can also complement traditional television. For some viewers, commenting about a programme they are watching, relayed via a social network, may encourage them to keep watching through to the end; for others, tweets about a programme might prompt them to turn on the TV set and start watching.

The second screen’s potential to bolster TV has initiated the launch of a range of second screen applications, designed specifically to accompany viewing. The range of available apps is wide, but the main functionalities of a second screen app at a TV programme level are: to encourage participation, through voting, playing along or both; to offer additional information about the story and the cast; to reward fans via content exclusive to the app; and to encourage viewers to tune in for the next episode.

Taking stock of the second screen
While second screens have been a feature in European homes for over five years, 2012 was the year in which they became a topic for discussion at almost every industry conference. 2012 was also a year in which many second screen initiatives were launched, aimed at drawing TV and second screens closer together.

Yet despite the buzz, the fear and the excitement, and although the installed base of second screens has widened and deepened, there has been only minimal impact on TV. Few key performance indicators, such as viewing hours, industry revenues, advertising performance and profitability, appear to be directly affected, positively or negatively, by the rise of the second screen.
So what should the industry do about second screens? Doing nothing is a risk: inaction may result in an important threat being ignored or an opportunity overlooked. On the other hand, doing something when nothing is required is a waste of resources. A stock check is required, to establish the following:

- Understanding the base of second screens in each market, by type.
- Understanding the base of second screens by age of users, which is often a useful proxy for usage patterns.
- Assessing the quality of connectivity: the better this is, the greater the disruptive potential of second screens.
- Identifying how second screens are used: for which applications, and how often – and more specifically, learning the extent to which second screens are used to watch television or interact with programmes and advertising messages.
- Forecasting how the base and usage of second screens may change in the near future, and the impact this could have on TV.

**Sizing the base of second screens**

The base of second screens is now deep and wide across many European markets. The term ‘second screen’ covers not just one device, but the set of laptops, smartphones and tablet computers. In several European markets, smartphones now represent the majority of all phones (see Figure 3). The tablet is a mere three years old, yet its installed base in the Netherlands has already passed 40 per cent (see Figure 4). The growth in tablets has been particularly rapid, with a doubling in penetration rates in five of the six countries for which we have time series data (see Figure 5).

**Figure 3. Smartphone penetration in selected European countries**

*Question: Which of the following devices do you own or have ready access to?*

![Smartphone penetration chart](chart1)

Source: Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, all European countries surveyed, May/July 2013. Weighted base: Total respondents: Belgium (2,000), Finland (1,000), France (2,000), Germany (2,000), Netherlands (2,000), Portugal (607), Spain (2,000), UK (4,020).

*Note: The online research approach in Russia resulted in a higher concentration of urban professionals with higher income.*

**Figure 4. Tablet penetration in selected European countries**

*Question: Which of the following devices do you own or have ready access to?*

![Tablet penetration chart](chart2)

Source: Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, all European countries surveyed, May/July 2013. Weighted base: Total respondents: Belgium (2,000), Finland (1,000), France (2,000), Germany (2,000), Netherlands (2,000), Portugal (607), Spain (2,000), UK (4,020).

*Note: The online research approach in Russia resulted in a higher concentration of urban professionals with higher income.*
Second screen penetration among younger age groups is highest. In four of the countries we surveyed, penetration of smartphones among 18–24 year olds had already passed 80 per cent (see Figure 6). In all nine countries surveyed, the majority of 18–24 year olds had a smartphone. Smartphone penetration among 25–34 year olds was only slightly lower: at over 80 per cent in a third of the nine countries, and at over 50 per cent in eight of them.

Assessing the quality of connectivity

The capability of second screens has been enhanced by a steady improvement in fixed and mobile broadband speeds, and enhancements are likely to continue. In many European countries, speeds for fixed and broadband data services have been increasing by 20 to 40 per cent year-on-year, enabling a bigger quantity and better quality of audio visual entertainment to be delivered to the growing base of connected screens.

An hour’s television requires as little as 250 megabytes; in 2013 the cost of a gigabyte of mobile data is as low as €0.50; and the marginal cost of downloading a movie on some fixed networks is effectively zero for users on an unlimited contract.

Second screens coincide, but don’t necessarily collide with television

The base of second screens in Europe is already in the hundreds of millions. Their impact on television depends on the extent to which viewers have a second screen with them as they watch television and what they use it for.

According to Deloitte’s research on the UK market, about two thirds of smartphone owners, and about half of tablet and computer owners have, at some time, used their devices while watching TV. The extent to which they are used while watching varies, with laptops used most frequently followed by smartphones and then tablets (see Figure 7). For all three devices, half or more of the respondents who use their devices while watching television do so daily.
Although only a minority of respondents admitted to using a second screen regularly while watching television, it is a sizeable minority. About 30 per cent said they used a laptop on a daily basis while watching television, and 20 per cent used a smartphone. These are significant numbers on a national scale, and among younger age groups the percentages are higher. So it is important to understand how using a second screen interrupts TV viewing.

Our research suggests that second screen usage does not compete directly with watching TV. Viewers seem to fall back on their second screen during breaks in programming (see Figure 8), and those using a second screen while watching TV appear to use both screens in a complementary way.

But what about using a second screen to watch TV? The effect of this is to diminish the extent to which TV is a social experience, enjoyed in the company of others, and a key element of the viewing experience.

In several European countries we surveyed, only a quarter of tablet owners had used their devices to watch TV and movies in the previous week (see Figure 9). In only two of the nine countries surveyed had more than one in ten smartphone owners used their device to watch online movies or video.

Furthermore watching video is only one reason among many for using either smartphones or tablets. In our survey, respondents selected from 22 different activities. For tablet users, watching video was among the top ten uses in only a third of countries surveyed (see Figure 9). Among smartphones owners, it was at best the 14th most popular use. In one country it was the least-used application.
Age has some bearing on the propensity to watch TV or movies online, but at present it is not significant (see Figure 10). In the countries surveyed, the use of tablets for watching TV or movies online for 18–34 year olds was, at most, higher by five percentage points than the average for all respondents. In all other countries, the difference was either two or three percentage points.

While usage of second screens to watch video may be low, broadcasters should bear in mind that appreciation of this facility may be high. Consumers value the option to be able to watch on another screen, even if they do not exercise this very often.

**Viewers are not using second screens to enhance their viewing**

The growing ownership of second screens has prompted some broadcasters and producers to consider how best to exploit this trend. One response has been to harness the enthusiasm for apps, by creating apps designed specifically to complement TV consumption.

We are still at an early stage in the development, and in several European markets there are few examples of programme-specific apps.

Of the TV apps on offer, there are four broad types: programme-specific apps; function-specific apps, such as those designed to synchronise with TV advertising; channel-specific apps and apps designed to accompany all TV viewing.

These apps create a dilemma for the television industry: while they can complement the TV experience, and possibly improve revenues (for example by driving audiences higher) each programme app consumes financial and creative resources.
Currently, user engagement with second screen apps is low (see Figure 11). Few respondents to our survey wanted to use their smartphone or tablet to interact with TV programmes via an app.

Arguably it is still early days for the TV app, and there are still many mistakes to make – and rectify. The lack of impact in Europe could be due to the shortage of TV-specific apps, particularly at the programme level. New software platforms may enable the incremental cost of creating an app to fall to a few thousand euros.

The TV industry should also consider that using second screens to drive engagement and interest in TV programming may not require bespoke apps. The biggest impact on viewing may simply result from second screen owners using their devices to send a message to their friends to recommend watching a programme, or to engage in conversation about a programme that two friends are currently watching.
Television consumption peaks at the end of the day, when viewers are typically tired and in need of relaxation. Even the simplest call to action from a television presenter – to vote from a multiple choice panel – may be considered too much effort.

According to Deloitte’s research on the UK market – one of the countries in which there has been most second screen app development in the last year – there is so far only lukewarm appreciation of the benefits of second screening for TV viewing (see Figure 12).

The outlook for the second screen

It may be the case that the full impact of the second screen is yet to be felt. Given a greater installed base of second screens, their potential to disrupt the TV market, positively or negatively, may eventually manifest itself.

According to Deloitte’s research on the UK market – one of the countries in which there has been most second screen app development in the last year – there is so far only lukewarm appreciation of the benefits of second screening for TV viewing (see Figure 12).

The outlook for the second screen

It may be the case that the full impact of the second screen is yet to be felt. Given a greater installed base of second screens, their potential to disrupt the TV market, positively or negatively, may eventually manifest itself.

Indeed the base of second screens still has plenty of room to grow. In all European countries surveyed, the smartphone was the device most likely to be purchased over the next year, with 20 per cent or more respondents in five of the survey countries intending to buy a smartphone (see Figure 13).
The majority of these purchases are likely to be replacements, but we would still expect the base of smartphones to increase in Europe. As only a minority of Europeans own or have access to a tablet, we would also expect the base of tablets to rise over the next year. Will a higher base of connected devices have a marked impact on the TV market? It may be that among those individuals whose use of second screens is most likely to distract from TV viewing, the majority already own a connected device. Adoption of second screens among 18–34 year olds is already well advanced; Gen C, or the connected generation, many of whom are in younger age groups, is already second screening and has been doing so for a while. TV may already have felt the impact from second screens, and that impact has so far been modest.

The age group most likely to acquire a smartphone for the first time over the next 12 months is the over 55s. Deloitte’s expectation is that this group of new smartphone owners will have quite different usage patterns for their newly-acquired smartphones.

In many cases they will limit smartphone usage to calls and photos, the same as their historical use of mobile phones. Deloitte does not anticipate that this group will abandon their TV sets, or change viewing habits that have ingrained themselves over decades.

The tablet market should grow strongly over the next few months and years, as the range of devices increases and average selling prices decline. One key driver for tablet sales is likely to be growth in the range of smaller tablets, with 7–8 inch screen sizes. While such tablets can be used to watch television, they are not ideal. Manufacturers are making televisions with bigger screens, and the average size of TV screen in European households will increase steadily over time. It is likely that television programmes will be produced for thirty inch screens and larger, not for small screens. Content produced for a larger screen may not work well on a smaller screen, even when consumed close up.
Bottom line
The increase in second screens across Europe has caused barely a ripple in TV behaviour, at least so far. Second screens – which currently number hundreds of millions in Europe and which in the medium term are likely to exceed a billion – have not dented TV viewing, have not blunted TV advertising and have not damaged pay TV. There have been occasional setbacks for the TV industry in every market during the past decade, but the second screen does not appear to have been responsible.

Television and second screens share one fundamental attribute: glass. But in most other respects they are distinct, and not just in screen size. They are used in different ways, and have differing optimal applications.

Each broadcaster should evaluate the scale of the threat and opportunity that second screen represents for its audience and its range of programmes, based on measured user data and not solely on self-reported surveys.
Digital dividend 2.0: what it may mean for the European television industry
Europe is nearing completion of digital switchover. All parties involved – TV and mobile industries, and governments – are benefiting. Switchover involves converting terrestrial television transmission from analogue to digital, TV broadcast giving up a slice of spectrum, and the government auctioning off some of the freed up spectrum. This complex process might have been expected to be a one-off. But this may not be the case. A further transfer of spectrum is planned, commonly referred to as a second “digital dividend”, implying a further squeeze on TV’s spectrum allocation, and a further transfer to mobile.

Nearly everyone uses television so a switchover process needs to be universal. Switchover requires the upgrade of broadcast towers. It can also require additional fill-in sites due to differences in how far analogue and digital signals can reach.

The reallocation process is generally considered to require about five years, although in some markets, where terrestrial transmission is less significant, reallocation can be completed more rapidly.

A second dividend may be on the horizon

Given the complexity of reallocating of spectrum, one might have expected a diminished appetite for a second digital dividend. Yet a further dividend is planned to open up the 700 MHz band, currently used in Europe solely by terrestrial television, for sharing with mobile operators, who are expected to use the frequency to offer broadband services.

After a second reallocation, there might be a third, focused on the 600 MHz band. Again this would entail a transfer away from television to mobile. In the US, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has been examining options for releasing the 600 MHz band from terrestrial broadcasters in the US so that it can be offered to mobile operators.

While switchover originally offered benefits to both television and mobile industries, a further dividend would see television transmission being squeezed into a smaller range of spectrum. Currently the 700 MHz band represents about a third of terrestrial broadcast spectrum. Every channel requires a certain quantity of spectrum, depending on the exact network configuration. All other factors being equal, if digital terrestrial gets a smaller allocation, this would reduce the number of channels that could be broadcast.

This mooted change comes at a time when terrestrial broadcasters would like to have more capacity to address rising demand for high definition TV content. Furthermore, ultra high definition (UHD) is on the horizon, and this requires at least four times the capacity of HD.
As yet there is no formal timetable for a further transfer but there are indicative timings. A key step was the decision at the World Radio Conference (WRC) in 2012 to allow mobile operators to share the 700 MHz band. This decision is due for ratification in 2015. Regulators such as Ofcom consider 2018 to be a practical target date for reallocation. The view is that this would allow sufficient time for re-planning and international coordination on a new terrestrial television plan, and a reasonable lead time for TV manufacturers and consumers to upgrade equipment.

Digital dividend 2.0: what it means for the television industry

Switchover was a resolute win-win-win, benefiting television (more channels in greater quality), mobile (more capacity to offer data services) and government (greater revenues from a fixed asset). While a second dividend may appear to affect television most, the consequences for government and mobile operators, positive or negative, are not yet clear cut.

If terrestrial television is left with less capacity, this does not necessarily imply fewer channels. Improvements in compression technologies continue, and there are ways of squeezing more capacity out of existing broadcast multiplexes and also transmitting a television channel at a lower data rate, with no impact on quality. These newer technologies already exist, and are already deployed in some markets.

There are currently two main generations of digital terrestrial transmission technology. In some countries, mainly those first to start the switchover program, the transmission technology is DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial). In countries that started switchover later, or with multiplexes that have been licensed more recently, the technology is the more advanced DVB-T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting – Second generation Terrestrial), and this improved modulation scheme enables each multiplex, or transmission signal, to operate at a 65 per cent lower data rate. Upgrading the video coding and compression scheme from MPEG 2 to MPEG 4 would also enable channels to be transmitted using a lower data rate. The combination of DVB-T2 and MPEG 4 enables a standard definition channel to occupy approximately two thirds less spectrum; and an HD channel to be carried in the place of an SD channel.

In the long term, assuming a successful transition, a second reallocation may have little negative impact on terrestrial TV. By prompting an upgrade to DVB-T2, it may even enable service to be enhanced, with more channels, and at higher resolution.

While the overall outcome may be positive in some markets, significant costs would be involved. The aggregate cost of transition in Europe might be billions of euros. The major costs would include:

- Changing the pattern of frequencies that are used at each transmitter. This is not just a physical equipment upgrade. Major preparation would also be required, including negotiated coordination with regulators in neighbouring countries, and a complex field engineering programme to change transmitter and antenna configurations.

- Requiring some homes to replace or adapt their roof-top aerials so that they can tune into new sets of local transmitter frequencies. Some of the existing antennae can only receive certain bands. The cost of purchasing or adapting an aerial may reach hundreds of euros per household.

- Upgrading television receivers in homes that are not DVB-T2 compatible. An increasing number of TV sets sold in all markets may come with DVB-T2 capability by default, but TV lifecycles are currently about seven years, so replacing existing TV sets would take time. Ofcom, the UK regulator, estimates that, by 2018, a fifth of homes who access television primarily via terrestrial broadcast may still be using older DVB-T receivers. Upgrading receivers would probably cost €50 to €200 per device, and in some cases, a professional installer may be required to undertake the upgrade.

- Maintaining two sets of transmission equipment during the key reallocation period. Viewers would be given one to two years to upgrade their equipment, and in that time content would be simulcast. This would increase transmission costs but result in no uplift in revenues.
Deloitte estimates that a second reallocation programme might cost in the region of several hundred million euros for larger countries in Europe. As an example of costs, the digital switchover programme in the UK cost £700m. Governments would probably be expected to fund transitions costs out of receipts from spectrum auctions.

**Dividend 2.0: what it means for the mobile industry**

In the 1980s and 1990s, mobile was predominantly a voice service, with data usage constrained by network speeds and device capability. Since then, speeds have increased and the ability of the smartphone to handle data-centric applications has improved. Traffic has surged in response. Mobile data traffic is forecast to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 12.4 per cent over 2012-2017 in Europe. A rising base of smartphones, greater use of video, and ever-higher resolution content are all likely to contribute to growing demand for network capacity.

There are several ways of meeting demand for rising capacity. One is to increase network capacity through additional spectrum. Providing additional spectrum at a low frequency, such as 700 MHz, confers two significant, additional benefits for operators.

First, the 700 MHz range is well-suited to delivering national coverage for mobile data. It is the spectral equivalent of the beachfront property. Higher ranges are more akin to industrial estates. The premium for lower frequencies is evident from the recent UK auction: spectrum at 800 MHz sold at over four times 2.6 GHz spectrum. The lower the frequency, the greater the reach of each base station signal, the better the indoor penetration and the lower the cost of network roll out. A cellular network tower working at 700 MHz has a radius of up to 30 kilometres. A high frequency tower, operating above 2 GHz, may reach less than 500 metres. The 700 MHz band can make reaching rural areas – a requirement of some licences – significantly less expensive.

Furthermore, providing spectrum at 700 MHz would make Europe more aligned with other regions around the world which are standardising on 700 MHz. If European markets follow suit, this could benefit operators and consumers, particularly for 4G services, which currently operate at a range of frequencies within Europe and abroad. Each 4G-capable smartphone supports a limited set of frequencies, which can frustrate roaming between networks, or changing operator. A consumer’s 4G phone may not be compatible with the 4G network of another operator, or with a foreign network roamed on to. Creating 4G chipsets that can work on multiple frequencies is challenging, and increases the price of handsets. Harmonising frequencies for 4G could make phones cheaper, as chipsets could be produced in greater scale.

However there are variations between regions and markets in the use of the 700 MHz band. For example there are differences in the frequencies for transmitting data versus those for receiving data, which constitute the ‘band plan’. So at best there would be overlapping use rather than full global harmonisation. Full roaming at 700 MHz may never be possible. The GSMA has recommended a band plan for Europe that would result in 60 MHz of the 96MHz of spectrum being used for mobile services, with the remainder being used as guard bands.

Given the benefits of the 700 MHz band, it might seem certain that operators would gladly acquire more capacity. But operators’ appetite is uncertain; some carriers might decline the offer. Operators need to forecast expected increases in data usage per subscriber against likely falls in average revenue per gigabyte. Carriers’ assessments would need to balance incremental revenue from additional spectrum with the cost of acquiring further frequency, related spending on upgrading infrastructure, and funding digital switchover costs incurred.
The outlook for mobile operators in Europe is for a modest, consistent decline in revenues.39 Mobile data revenues should increase, but falling voice and text message revenues point to declining revenues overall.

Would the allocation of 700 MHz be an inflection point? Or would European mobile users continue to pay on average the same nominal amounts for their mobile service, despite improvements to the underlying network?40

In answering this question, operators should consider the extent to which alternative services will be used to provide data connectivity to phones and tablets. Owners of smartphones and tablets have already shown their willingness to use Wi-Fi to connect their devices, a practice known as off-loading.

The vast majority of traffic generated by tablets is carried over private and public Wi-Fi networks. In many countries smartphones already connect predominantly to Wi-Fi networks (see Figure 14).41 The price per gigabyte over a cellular mobile network in most markets is higher than for Wi-Fi networks connected to fixed broadband networks, and speeds are typically higher over Wi-Fi too. This price differential is likely to remain, and might increase.

Operators should also consider the impacts of other new connectivity technologies, such as white space technology.42 If these offer mainstream access to faster, cheaper connectivity, mobile data may become further marginalised.

While the installed base for smartphones and tablets in Europe should rise through 2018, and traffic per device is likely to increase, operators may struggle to calculate with certainty what incremental revenue this would generate, and at what margin, even with additional spectrum being available.

Digital Dividend 2.0: what it means for governments

Governments need to maximise the public benefit, which encompasses a wide range of public service obligations, some of which conflict. The spectrum management requires maximising revenue from a finite resource, optimising producer and consumer surplus, and providing core public services, some of which are provided by television (such as news) and some by mobile operators (such as rural connectivity).

A complexity with reallocation of spectrum in digital switchover is that it entails the migration of resource from a sector whose organisations may be non-commercial and funded by licence fee, and which have public service obligations. By contrast, most mobile operators in Europe are run entirely on commercial grounds. Relying on the market to allocate spectrum might be compromised by some terrestrial broadcasters’ inability to fund spectrum acquisition via conventional corporate financing arrangements. The management teams of some public service broadcasters may lack capital raising skills due to their public service remit.
Governments should also consider the needs of other groups that use the ultra high frequency (UHF) band, besides national broadcasters. These include organisations using wireless devices such as radio microphones, local television services and emergency and disaster recovery services.

**Bottom line**

Technological advance makes possible a further transfer of spectrum from terrestrial television broadcasters to mobile operations; the range and quality of the terrestrial TV offer need not be adversely affected. However, a transfer would be disruptive. The transition process is complex and presents significant risks and costs for transmitter network operators, broadcasters and audiences. A poorly managed and inadequately funded process could have a major negative impact on free-to-air broadcasting in Europe.

All parties involved need to review carefully all assumptions and projections made in the business cases presented so far. The economic benefit of spectrum by application varies over time. Any assumptions made about the price consumers are willing to pay for mobile broadband, given the existence of alternative connectivity options, should be carefully scrutinised.

Broadcasters need to understand the likely process and costs involved of a second transfer, and take an active role in the development of a fully-costed and funded industry-wide plan for migration, in which all resulting costs are identified and allocated appropriately.
Ultra high definition’s first year
A concept car is an expression of the technologically and stylistically possible. It may not be commercially viable.

Ultra high definition (UHD) has at times felt like television’s concept car. It has been wheeled out at successive trade shows since 2003, showcasing its awesome, but to some commentators far from real world specification: up to 8,000 line resolution, 68 billion colours and two dozen audio channels. The specifications for some concept cars mean that they never make it to production: a battery-powered limousine is one such example, due to the slow advance in battery technology. But with each outing, UHD has demonstrated significant progress. For example between two successive demonstrations in 2006, the bandwidth required to transmit UHD plummeted from 24 Gbit/s to 180 Mbit/s, thanks to a new video codec. Outside the exhibition halls, there have also been tests of the technology to film events such as the Rio Carnival in 2012 and last year’s French Open. These have contributed to the learning process.

Customer expectations of picture quality have risen considerably, since UHD was first demonstrated and the average size of the TV screen has increased markedly. In 2004, three per cent of TV sets sold in the UK had a screen size between 33 and 42 inches. By early 2013 this size represented a quarter of all sales, and one in six sets sold were larger than 42 inches. Screens offering resolution so sharp that individual pixels cannot be seen have become standard in many tablets, smartphones and laptops.

While customer expectations of screen quality have risen, there has been a moderation in the specifications for UHD. From 2012, these have included a 4K (4,000 line) variant that is similar to the 4K system used in tens of thousands of cinemas around the world. Just over a year ago, UHD made the transition from technology demonstrator to ratified standard, and has since then embarked on the road to commercialisation. The first test homes (at the time of writing, just six in South Korea) now have 4K UHD TV service. Limited commercial services are due to start in 2014 in other countries and the first commissions have already been made.

Yet many in the industry remain sceptical of UHD, questioning its technological viability and its business model. Deloitte agrees that the path to UHD – as is the case with introducing any new major technology – is hazardous and lengthy. Multiple obstacles need to be overcome, and although UHD has passed many milestones in the last year, it still faces key challenges. However overall we believe that UHD’s challenges will be addressed, and we are optimistic about 4K UHD’s momentum.

Deloitte agrees that the path to UHD – as is the case with introducing any new major technology – is hazardous and lengthy. Multiple obstacles need to be overcome, and although UHD has passed many milestones in the last year, it still faces key challenges. However overall we believe that UHD’s challenges will be addressed, and we are optimistic about 4K UHD’s momentum.

In this chapter, we review UHD’s progress in five key aspects: content, home technology, production, transmission and consumer demand.

**UHD content: more than you may think**

The annual Consumer Electronic Show (CES) held in Las Vegas every January showcases the brightest and best new technology products – as well as a fair number of duds. This year 4K was one of the show’s key themes. Dozens of 4K televisions with vast screens were showcased at the event by all the major manufacturers. This large number of 4K TV launches prompted the question: "But is there anything to watch on these screens?" The answer in January was yes. And the answer today is an even more resounding yes.
Back in January a single 4K movie channel would have been possible, as a significant range of 4K content already existed. Most blockbuster movies over the past few years have been shown in 4K at the cinema. *The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey* was shot in 5K.\(^55\) At the start of 2013 there were already tens of thousands of cinemas around the world with 4K projectors.\(^55\)

And it’s not just new films that are available in 4K: any movie shot in 35 mm or higher can be converted into 4K. Unlike 3D, converting existing films into the 4K format would not require reshooting. It would just require scanning and remastering of the negatives, as film in 35 mm and higher offers equivalent resolution to 4K. *Lawrence of Arabia*, for example, was filmed in 65 mm half a century ago and was downscaled to get to the 4K version shown in cinemas at the end of 2012.\(^52\) There are currently dozens more conversions in progress.

For television programmes rather than movies, the choice is smaller but expanding rapidly. Some shows are already shot in 4K, but broadcast in HD. For example UK broadcaster Sky filmed the latest series of *Got to Dance* in 4K. Drama is also being shot in UHD. Netflix filmed *House of Cards* at this resolution, and plans to make the 4K version available via streaming in 2014. Some TV shows originally shot in HD are being converted to 4K.\(^55\)

Other genres being filmed in 4K include sports, nature and comedy. Combining exclusive sports rights and the best possible screen resolution can provide a powerful differentiator for pay TV channels. Several matches at the 2014 World Cup will be filmed in 4K.\(^4\) The recent Wimbledon tennis tournament was filmed, but not broadcast, in 4K.\(^55\) A few Champions League matches last season were also shot in 4K.\(^56\) There have been 4K commissions for natural history programmes, with pandas and meerkats among the first creatures to be captured in UHD.\(^57\) As for comedy, *Saturday Night Live* is planning to pre-produce programme segments in 4K.\(^58\)

\textbf{UHD televisions: accessible, but still premium}

At the start of this year, Deloitte predicted the launch of 20 different models of 4K UHD TV sets by year-end 2013, and that just ten 4K TV sets would be available for under $10,000 (€7,500).\(^59\)

We were pessimistic on both counts. There were 50 models of 4K TV set by the end of January 2013 although at a cost of €25,000. By July 2013, a branded 4K TV set in Europe cost £5,000.\(^60\) In the US, the price was as low as €1,000.\(^61\) So over the course of just half a year, the delta between 4K and 2K TV sets has fallen to just a few thousand euros, and is likely to fall further still.

A UHD TV set is one element of a home 4K experience. Other elements, such as storage need to be upgraded. Blu-Ray discs hold 25 GB per layer and currently only double-sided discs are available, but a compressed 4K film needs up to 100 GB per disc. Prototypes of Blu-Ray discs with up to eight layers have existed for close to a decade, and recently several vendors announced plans to launch players capable of handling discs with up to 300 GB capacity.\(^62\)

Another requirement is for cables to connect players to displays. The assumption has been that HDMI lacks sufficient capacity to carry 4K. A new cable standard with greater capacity, HDMI 2.0, had been expected for the first quarter of this year, but at the time of writing there has been no news on this. However some tests of the first 4K TV sets have found that good quality HDMI cables can carry 4K.\(^63\)
Production
Both 3D and 4K are new display technologies. As 3D has struggled, some have questioned whether UHD would face similar challenges. Recently several broadcasters announced that they would cease or suspend 3D activity.

Any new technology carries risk, but there are different scales of risk. Deloitte’s view is that 4K’s trajectory is different to 3D. UHD is part of a steady, decades-long evolution of the television experience, which started off with modestly sized black-and-white screens and evolved into ever-larger, ever-flatter colour televisions. Throughout, the essential viewing experience has been largely the same: lean-back, social viewing in the company of friends and family.

UHD is like HD, but superior. 3D is like HD but different, requiring glasses and often tiring after a few hours, due to the way in which 3D images are perceived by the brain.

The similarity of consumption also enables a similarity in production and that is why, despite the costs of replacing HD cameras with 4K UHD cameras, the upgrade process is already under way.

An increasing quantity of content with a long expected shelf life is likely to be captured in 4K. According to one survey of the UK TV industry in Q1 2013, a third of respondents expected to start filming in 4K over the next twelve months. Over the next few years high-end content may be filmed by default in 4K, with standard HD and SD versions being created from the 4K master.

Capturing in UHD has an additional benefit when broadcasting in HD. For zooming in on specific areas of interest, HD resolution is maintained at up to four times magnification, providing a more consistent quality of picture.

Transmission: target 20 Mbit/s
The first HD broadcasts in Europe needed 20 Mbit/s capacity. It was the rate at which 3D HD launched, and it is the target bit rate for the first commercial broadcasts of 4K UHD.

Capping the required capacity at this level is critical; higher bit rates could make the service uneconomical. To get under 20 Mbit/s requires a new compression standard, known as High Efficiency Video Codec (HEVC). Most installed set top boxes do not support HEVC. So pay TV providers, which are likely to be the first companies to offer UHD transmission, will have to subsidise the roll out of the new boxes. Pay TV companies will be reluctant to pay for both new receiving equipment and additional capacity.

One way of keeping transmission speeds under 20 Mbit/s is to lower the frame rate. But sport, one of the genres best suited to 4K, requires a high frame rate (at least 60 frames per second) to cope with fast-moving action.

Every trial of 4K will focus on getting the right balance between capacity and quality, and this is one of the major challenges the technology faces in the near term. Most of the show reels so far seen by Deloitte have featured static or slow-moving objects (such as buildings, pedestrians and waves) in spectacular detail; this impresses initially, but slow pans of static items are not the basis for a commercial service.
Consumer demand: the logic of irrational demand

There is an existing library of 4K content, TV sets are becoming more affordable, new TV programmes are being shot in 4K, and tests of 4K transmission have been successful.

Yet there remains one further obstacle: will consumers buy it? The main challenge is that the much higher resolution afforded by 4K is immaterial, as viewers cannot appreciate it. The further the distance from the TV, and the smaller the screen, the less the perceptible difference between 4K and standard HD. Considered rationally, few people may need 4K.

But this is to ignore a key feature of consumption, which is that purchases are not always rational.

Promotional shots of fast cars are often of a stationary car; ads for TVs sometimes show a blackened screen. On occasions, a good part of the ownership utility is the thrill of owning something that is at the high-end of the scale, and which friends and family desire.

Deloitte’s expectation is that the first owners of 4K TVs in 2013 – 2015, shortly after purchasing their set, are likely to invite friends and family to view some 4K footage from close proximity – about a metre away. They may be asked to try and spot pixels. This experience – should individual pixels prove impressively elusive – is likely to provoke admiration and envy, and possibly catalyse further sales. Thereafter the set will be watched from normal distance, but the memory of the quality of that close encounter will likely linger. This ritual is likely to resemble that taking place when new owners of high resolution tablet computers and smartphones take ownership of their new devices.

So while 4K TV sets may not strictly be needed, they may regardless be desired. There are many purchases we make that could be logically considered unnecessary.
**Bottom line**

Every new technology is a risk. The successful adoption of UHD faces many challenges. Advances are needed across all aspects of the television value chain, from cameras through to living room cables. Betting on UHD may seem particularly risky following the recent setbacks to 3D.

The history of television is filled with technological advances, all of which involved risk. The progress to colour from monochrome was daunting, and the launch of satellite-services for transmission was a major financial commitment.

New technologies succeed when they satisfy demand: UHD should be able tap into the seemingly insatiable demand for ever higher production values in television content.

Initially, UHD will be for niche markets, and in the medium term UHD may still be largely confined to pay TV customers, in much the same way that HD content remains scarce on terrestrial-only TV stations. But this reflects the evolution of television from a largely singular service, funneled via a few channels, into a multi-faceted industry, with multiple business models, and many ways of distributing content.
The television gets super-connected
Connected TV was one of the hottest topics at industry conferences and in boardroom discussions during 2012. Streaming TV peripherals – low cost, easy-to-use devices that connect TVs to the Internet – are likely to have that distinction for the remainder of 2013.

Connected TV intrigued because of its built-in two-way Internet connectivity. What would this do to television consumption? Would broadcasters be by-passed, with viewers obtaining their content straight from production houses? Might the television become a large Internet browser?

These discussions overlooked the fact that tens of millions of households around Europe already had the ability to connect their TVs, despite not having acquired a set with built-in Internet access. They could connect their TV via any device in their home that featured in-built connectivity, such as a games console, a laptop, a Blu-Ray player, a dedicated streaming device or, with a bit more difficulty, a smartphone or tablet.

For households owning one or more peripherals with in-built two-way connectivity, the marginal cost of making a TV connected was zero, or perhaps just the €1 cost of a HDMI cable. Households that did not already own a connected peripheral would need to invest up to several hundred euros on a PC, games console, smartphone or tablet, or just over €100 for a dedicated streaming device such as Apple TV. Deloitte’s estimate was that last year, between 40 and 50 per cent of European households could use their TV sets in a connected manner.

Enter the low-cost streaming peripheral, which receives content via Wi-Fi and connects to the television set in the form of a dongle (such as Google’s Chromecast) or an HDMI-connected box (such as Sky Now’s TV Box or Apple TV). Currently these devices start at a subsidised price of €12, which includes the box, HDMI cable, remote control, postage and packaging.

Over the remainder of this year, Deloitte expects a growing number of low-cost streaming devices to become available. Many of these devices will provide access to a specific range of services. Google’s Chromecast device accesses YouTube, Google Play and Netflix. Apple TV owners have the iTunes store, Netflix and Vimeo.

Owners of the Sky Now TV Box have Now TV, Sky News, BBC iPlayer, BBC News and Demand 5, and can download further services from the Roku channel store.

Take-up of these access devices may extend beyond those currently with non-connected TVs. Some households that already have the means to connect their TVs may purchase a streaming peripheral to gain access to additional content not available via their current set-up. For example, a pay TV home with satellite access may acquire a dongle to get occasional access to content: the household may subscribe to movies but not to sports. A streaming device would be used to access the occasional football match.

Some households may acquire multiple dongles, to get access to all content, similar to the way in which pay TV households also purchase subscription streaming services, to augment their content choice.

In some cases, the justification for acquiring a streaming peripheral would be to free up a laptop or other connected device that was habitually being tied up whenever someone wanted to watch video-on-demand.

Over time, streaming peripherals will become more varied in range. High-end devices will feature greater processing power and on-board storage. But for now, the focus will be on the low-cost, basic specification device.
**Bottom line**

As with all on-demand services, the quality of services delivered over these devices will depend on underlying Internet speeds. Performance is likely to vary by location, and by time of day. Viewers frustrated by slow delivery, delays, or the pixelated image resulting from low bit rates may blame the provider of the device, even if this entity has no control over Internet speeds.

Broadcasters licensing their content for access via these devices should review the electronic programme guide, to ensure that their brand and programmes have appropriate prominence in the menu. Broadcasters and content owners may also want to receive usage data, to understand which of their content is being watched, for what duration, and how often.

Households that seek to obtain all the content they are interested in may end up having to acquire a number of peripherals, each with its own range of exclusive content. This may well lead to a shortage of HDMI ports, and will lead no doubt to marketing of HDMI multipliers.
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1. This is a much simplified definition of big data. It is also one of many. For a collection of definitions of big data, see: http://timoelliott.com/blog/2012/12/what-is-big-data.html


3. For more information on connected device usage while watching television, see the chapter Sizing up the Second Screen’s impact on TV in this report.


10. For recent stats on tweet volumes for TV programmes, click on the ‘leaderboard’ tab of SecondSync: http://secondsync.com/


13. For example, the UK and US version of the Office initially had a poor reaction. Each of the first six episodes of the US version of the Office was expected to be the last, see: One Last Cringe for ‘The Office’ Finale, The New York Times, 1 May 2013: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/05/arts/television/the-office-finales.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

14. The addressable advert can be played in a number of ways. For broadcast, the advert can be preloaded onto an advertising server and inserted in the ad break. With a video-on-demand service, the advert can be inserted into the content stream.

15. Source: Addressable TV ads take step forward in US, Campaign, 3 September 2012. See: http://www.campaignlive.co.uk/news/1148074/

16. For example, one recruitment campaign was based on four different types of users. An ad was created for each type, see: TV’s New Wave: Tuning In to You, The Wall Street Journal, 6 March 2011: http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1000142446000000013000000.html

17. The US Department of Defence employs 3.2 million people, see: Which is the world’s biggest employer?, BBC, 20 March 2012: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-17429786


19. For one recent example of data collection and the reaction, see: City of London orders stop on recording smartphone data, Financial Times, 12 August 2013: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/561bddfc-035d-11e3-9a46-00144feab7de.html (requires subscription to read the full article)


21. In the UK, broadband speeds increased 22 per cent over the six months to May 2013. Over the year, speeds increased by 64 per cent, see: Average UK broadband speeds increase 22 percent in six months, Computerworld, 8 August 2013: http://www.computerworlduk.com/news/newworking/3463060/average-uk-broadband-speeds-increase-22-percent-in-six-months/


27. One estimated cost for adaptation of TV aerials in Spain for its second switchover was between €125 and €650, see: Spain faces second DSO soon, Advanced Television, 15 October 2010: http://advanced-television.com/2010/10/15/spain-faces-second-dso-soon/


31. Source: Ofcom announces winners of the 4G mobile auction, Ofcom, 20 February 2013. See: http://media.ofcom.org.uk/2013/02/05/ofcom-announces-winners-of-the-4g-mobile-auction/


33. For an example of developments in Asia, see: Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore to align with 700 MHz plan, Digital News Asia, 25 June 2013: http://www.digitalnewsasia.com/mobile-telco/brunei-indonesia-malaysia-and-singapore-to-align-with-700mhz-plan/

34. For more information on the 18 frequency bands currently used for LTE, see: 4G LTE may hit a frequency cliff, ElectronicsWeekly.com, 5 February 2013: http://www.electronicsweekly.com/news/communications/4g-lte-may-hit-a-frequency-cliff-2013-02/

35. For more information on a chipset that can works with multiple LTE bands, see: Qualcomm outs global LTE chip, claims a world first, Engadget, 22 February 2013: http://www.engadget.com/2013/02/22/qualcomm-first-global-lte-chip/


37. A guardband is dead space between two bands which might cause interference if not separated. For example cellular mobile base stations in 700 MHz might interfere with TV receivers in 600 MHz, or within the mobile band, transmitters might interfere with oncoming received signals.

38. As an example, in the US, the price of mobile data per megabyte fell by about fifty per cent between 2010 and 2011, see: Ofcom invites industry to pilot ‘white space’ devices, Ofcom, 26 April 2013: http://media.ofcom.org.uk/2013/04/06/ofcom-invites-industry-to-pilot-%E2%80%98white-space%E2%80%99-devices/

39. Analysys Mason has forecast mobile revenues at slightly over $150 billion between 2013 and 2017. What is apparent is that while the base of mobile broadband capable devices steadily rises, aggregate revenue for the sector remains constant, see: CAN WESTERN EUROPEAN OPERATOR REVENUE EVER GROW AGAIN?, Analysys Mason, 5 October 2012: http://www.analysysmason.com/About-Us/News/Insight/Western-European-forecast-Oct2012/

40. For a discussion on Europe versus US market dynamics for cellular mobile services, see: Europe trails US in next-generation wireless, Financial Times, 29 May 2013: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/3f3240de-c852-11e1-ac66-00144feab7de.html#axzz2ap5aIHys

41. Cisco’s estimates 46 per cent of traffic from mobile devices to fixed networks will be off loaded in 2017, see: Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2012–2017, Figure 8, Cisco, 6 February 2013: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns705/ns827/white_paper_c11-520862.html
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